Objectives: There are times when it is not practical to assess heat stress using environmental metrics and metabolic rate, and heat strain may provide an alternative approach. Heat strain indicators have been used for decades as tools for monitoring physiological responses to work in hot environments. Common indicators of heat strain are body core temperature (assessed here as rectal temperature T re ), heart rate (HR), and average skin temperature (T sk ). Data collected from progressive heat stress trials were used to (1) demonstrate if physiological heat strain indicators (PHSIs) at the upper limit of Sustainable heat stress were below generally accepted limits; (2) suggest values for PHSIs that demonstrate a Sustainable level of heat stress; (3) suggest alternative PHSIs; and (4) determine if metabolic rate was an effect modifier. Methods: Two previous progressive heat stress studies included 176 trials with 352 pairs of Sustainable and Unsustainable exposures over a range of relative humidities and metabolic rates using 29 participants. To assess the discrimination ability of PHSIs, conditional logistic regression and stepwise logistic regression were used to find the best combinations of predictors of Unsustainable exposures. The accuracy of the models was assessed using receiver operating characteristic curves. Results: Current recommendations for physiological heat strain limits were associated with probabilities of Unsustainable greater than 0.5. Screening limits for Sustainable heat stress were T re of 37.5°C, HR of 105 bpm, and T sk of 35.8°C. T sk alone resulted in an area under the curve of 0.85 and the combination of T sk and HR (area under the curve = 0.88) performed the best. The adjustment for metabolic rate was statistically significant for physiological strain index or ∆T re-sk as main predictors, but its effect modification was negligible and could be ignored. Conclusions: Based on the receiver operating characteristic curve, PHSIs (T re , HR, and T sk ) can accurately predict Unsustainable heat stress exposures. T sk alone or in combination with HR has a high sensitivity, and makes better discriminations than the other PHSIs under relatively constant exposure (metabolic rate and environment) for an hour or so. Screening limits with high sensitivity, however,
Introduction
The assessment of heat stress begins with recognition followed by an exposure assessment, frequently using a wet-bulb globe temperature (WBGT) method (NIOSH, 2016; ACGIH, 2017) . There are situations when making a traditional exposure assessment is not practical (e.g. maintenance tasks, usual work conditions, etc.) and to provide some evidence that the heat stress is well managed. Heat strain indicators have been used for decades as tools for monitoring physiological responses to work in hot working environments and providing limits to exposures (Brouha, 1960; NIOSH, 1972 NIOSH, , 1986 NIOSH, , 2016 Dinman et al., 1974; Horvath, 1976; Fuller and Smith, 1981; Logan and Bernard, 1999) . Rather than using physiological responses to limit an exposure, our paper considers their use to confirm that the exposures are Sustainable. Common indicators of heat strain are body core temperature, heart rate (HR), and skin temperature (T sk ).
Rectal temperature (T re ) is the usual surrogate for core temperature. At rest, the average adult core temperature is 37.0 ± 0.7. (Tanner, 1951; Cranston et al., 1954; Sund-Levander et al., 2002) . The WHO scientific group on heat stress suggested 38°C as a limit on deep body temperature for prolonged daily exposures to heavy work and recognized that 39°C was safe under closely monitored conditions (WHO, 1969; NIOSH, 2016) . The ACGIH ® Threshold Limit Value ® for heat stress and strain (ACGIH, 2017) suggested a limiting body core temperature of 38.5°C, which allows a margin to safely leave a heat stress exposure (Bernard and Kenney, 1994) . Malchaire et al. (2001) examined the literature for a limiting core temperature and concluded that temperatures ≥39°C were likely to be associated with excessive heat strain. This premise was underpinned by Sawka et al. (1992) who found that cases of exhaustion rarely occurred when T re was <38°C, and all observed heat exhaustion cases occurred before reaching 40°C.
HR is another index of heat strain. Ostchega et al. (2011) reported an average resting HR of 73 ± 3 bpm for adults aged between 20 and 59 years. Brouha (1960) observed that HR during work and recovery varies according to work load and ambient condition; he found a linear relation between HR increments and ambient temperature. Maxfield and Brouha (1963) reported that during environmental stress, the recovery of HR was prolonged with the increase in work load and increase of environmental temperature. To maintain a compensable level of heat stress, WHO reported an HR of 120 bpm for young, healthy men exposed to steady moderate work (from their Fig. 2) (WHO, 1969) . Minard et al. (1971) demonstrated that daily average HRs above 120 would lead to a loss of aerobic work capacity for steel workers over a shift. Based on the results of their study, Kuhlemeier and Wood (1979) recommended a maximum HR for prolonged work at 125 bpm. Bernard and Kenney (1994) suggested HR thresholds around 125 bpm for exposures of 90 min. ACGIH ® recommended discontinuing a heat stress exposure (Unsustainable heat stress) if the worker presents a sustained HR ≥180 bpm minus the individual's age in year (e.g. 180 − age) (ACGIH, 2017), based on a heat stress management practice in Australia.
T sk can be used in industrial settings for long periods (Van Marken Lichtenbelt et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2010) . Pandolf and Goldman (1978) recommended that if the difference between T re and T sk is <1°C, the exposure to heat should be stopped; and NIOSH (2016) repeats that recommendation. Assuming that a core temperature limit of 38.0°C is a target, a T sk of 37°C would be a reasonable limit. Because of the reference to the difference between core and T sk , we considered the difference as a single metric. Moran et al. (1998) proposed the physiological strain index (PSI). It uses HR and T re to represent both the cardiovascular and thermoregulatory systems and assumes that both contribute equally to the strain by assigning the same weight function to each. PSI = 5 (T ret − T re0 )/ (39.5 − T re0 ) + 5 (HR t − HR 0 )/(180 -HR 0 ). PSI evaluates heat strain on a common scale of 0 to 10, where 0 represents no strain and 10 represents strenuous (near maximal) physiological conditions. Buller et al. (2008) suggested a limit of 7.5, which was a little lower than the limiting heat strain allowed by their instutional review board (PSI = 8), to classify a person as at risk. Using the ACGIH limits of 38.5°C and 140 bpm (for age = 40), the PSI value is 6.1. Using WHO's limit of 38.0°C and HR of 120 bpm as Sustainable limits, the equivalent PSI is 5.1.
Exposure assessment is the usual approach to determine if a heat stress condition is Sustainable or Unsustainable (Garzon et al., 2016) . In general, physiological heat strain indicators (PHSIs) (T re , HR, and T sk ) will increase with the level of heat stress. The association of PHSIs and metabolic rate (M) is difficult to assess, and many investigators agree that core temperature is mainly determined by M below certain environmental temperatures Lind et al., 1970; Kuhlemeier and Wood, 1979; NIOSH, 2016) . On the other hand, T sk is largely independent of M and mainly associated with environmental temperatures (Wyndham et al., 1965; Nielsen, 1966) . The goal of the current study was to determine if PHSIs could accurately discriminate Sustainable from Unsustainable heat exposure for deciding whether to perform an exposure assessment. There were four objectives for undertaking this study: (1) demonstrate whether common PHSIs at the upper limit of Sustainable heat stress were below generally accepted limits; (2) suggest values for common PHSIs that demonstrate a Sustainable level of heat stress; (3) suggest alternative PHSIs; and (4) determine if metabolic rate was an important effect modifier for PHSIs. The models were then considered in the context of performance, that is, ability to distinguish between Sustainable and Unsustainable and how they might be used to screen for potential heat stress exposures.
Methods
For the current study, physiological data collected from progressive heat stress trials at University of South Florida (USF) (Bernard et al., 2005 (Bernard et al., , 2008 were used. The USF progressive heat stress studies were approved by the USF instutional review board. The study protocols, participant data, and case definitions were provided in Part 1.
T re , HR, average T sk [a weighted average of skin thermistors located on the arm, chest, thigh, and calf according to Ramanathan (1964) ]. There were 176 trials for 29 participants wearing woven cotton clothing. For each trial, there were two pairs of Sustainable-Unsustainable observations. Because the participants were their own control, the observations were dependent. Bernard et al. (2005) exposed the study participants to an M fixed approximately 160 W m -2 to approximate moderate work, at three levels of relative humidity. In the other study, Bernard et al. (2008) exposed the subjects at a relative humidity of 50% and levels of metabolic rate 115, 175, and 250 W m −2 , to approximate light, moderate, and heavy work. All of the participants were acclimatized by 2-h exposures over five successive days to dry heat (50°C and 20% relative humidity) at 160 W m −2 while wearing shorts and tee shirt.
Statistical analysis
Once the characteristics of the variables were assessed using Proc Univariate SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., 2013), a method to determine physiological limits between Sustainable and Unsustainable heat stress was explored. Proc Log (SAS Institute Inc., 2013) was used to fit conditional logistic regression models with PHSIs as predictors and Unsustainable and Sustainable conditions as the dichotomous outcome. Several models were built, beginning with unadjusted models, which later were fitted with the other PHSI predictors, added one by one until the best combination of predictors was achieved, and led to increase the predictability of the model. Each of the principal indicators was expressed as a percent ratio over a nominal range from rest to highest acceptable value based on our judgment. The baseline values for T re and HR in the ratios and the computation of PSI were 37ºC and 75 bpm (average adult values). In addition, two other strain indicators were included. The ratios and additional indicators are described here and in Table 4 . 
RT
Unadjusted conditional logistic regression models were fitted with a single continuous predictor (RT re , RHR, RT sk , ∆T re-sk , PSI) to assess its association with the outcome; and statistical significance was accepted at P ≤ 0.05. To see if the ability to predict an Unsustainable exposure improved with multiple variables, combinations of the three principal predictors were tested with multivariate multiple regression models. Stepwise logistic regression (SAS Institute Inc., 2013) helped to determine which second predictor (RT re , RHR, RT sk ) was added into the model, the statistical significance was kept at P ≤ 0.05. Receiver operating characteristic curves (ROCs) were generated for the adjusted models, keeping a cut point of 0.95 for sensitivity. The order of the predictors was changed, that is, the second predictor was assessed as main predictor to determine which order improved the model. A covariate was maintained in the model only if it increased the association between the main predictor and the outcome increased by more than 10% or if it increased its ability to predict Unsustainable conditions [increasing its area under the curve (AUC)] by 0.05. M was added to the unadjusted and to the adjusted models, to assess its effect and to evaluate if its addition into the models increased their predictability.
Depending on the AUC, the conditional logistic regressions' results and the stepwise regression, a third predictor was added to the models to evaluate if it increased the accuracy of the model's prediction. Table 3 reports only those models with the best ability to predict true Unsustainable exposures.
Due to the crossover design, the observations within trials were dependent and treated that way. Each subject completed three different trials; with either three levels of humidity or three levels of metabolic rate. The three trials represent repeated measures because of the dependent observations within the trials and the repeated observations on the participants, a conditional logistic regression model fitted with the binary outcome and a continuous predictor was used.
Predictor model building
The conditional logistic regression (SAS Institute Inc., 2013) used to analyze dependent observations does not provide intercept (α) values required to build models at any fixed probability. To overcome this limitation, and to be able to discuss cut points for comparison purposes, a four-step process was followed:
1. The weights associated with each independent variable were determined from the conditional logistic equation based on the full data set of three conditions (compensable, critical, and uncompensable) in 176 progressive heat stress trials. In general, the physiological metric (Ψ) was Ψ = β 1 x 1 + β 2 x 2 . For T re and HR for instance, Ψ = β 1 RT re + β 2 RHR. In other words, this step provided a data-driven weighting of the physiological values based on the available data. 2. A conditional logistic regression using Ψ as predictor was then used to obtain the ORs for the association with the outcome variable (Sustainable versus Unsustainable). 3. A second database of only critical conditions was used to estimate a threshold value for Ψ via the predicted probability of Unsustainable. Increasing values of Ψ approximated a dose-response curve. The logistic regression was used based on the progressive count of cases divided by 176 as the dependent variable. The result was log[p/(1 − p)] = α + β Ψ. 
Testing the effects of metabolic rate
The association between M and the outcome was assessed using it as main predictor; after that M was fitted into multiple conditional logistic regression models with every one of the PHSIs and their combination. In those models where M was statistically significant, an interaction term was added to look for effect modification.
Assessing model performance
The accuracy of each unadjusted model to discriminate Unsustainable versus Sustainable was assessed using a ROC curve. The AUC is a measure of the overall ability to discriminate between Sustainable and Unsustainable. A SAS ODS statement was used along with a request to produce the ROC (SAS Institute Inc., 2013). Working from the premise that an indicator function was screening method, a cut point of 0.95 for the ROC sensitivity was found. Because T sk was the best main predictor of Unsustainable in the present study, its ROC curve was used as the comparison reference. T sk 's ROC curve was contrasted with the other models' curves to determine if different PHSIs differed one from the other. The AUCs, their correspondent confidence intervals (CI), and the P-values from the contrast between T sk 's AUC and the other PHSI's AUCs were obtained using R (R Development Core Team, 2015) and following the method described by Wu and Wang (2011) .
Results

Descriptive statistics
The progressive heat stress studies included 176 trials, with 352 pairs of Sustainable and Unsustainable exposures three levels of relative humidities and three levels of metabolic rate using 29 participants. The characteristics of the study's volunteers were summarized in the companion paper. Table 1 provides descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation, and 5%-95% quantiles) of the principal PHSIs (T re , HR, T sk , and M).
Model development
Conditional logistic regression models were fitted with RT re , RHR, and RT sk as well as ∆T re-sk , PSI, and M. The association between the outcome and RT re , RHR, and RT sk as well as ∆T re-sk and PSI was found statistically significant (P < 0.001). M alone was not significantly associated with the outcome (P = 0.13). The odds ratios (ORs) and CIs for these models are provided in Table 2 .
The third objective of this study was to determine if a combination of predictors would improve performance. Six conditional regression models were fitted with the PHSI predictors (three principal predictors, ∆T re-sk , PSI, three pairs of predictors, and one triplet predictor) to assess which was the best combination to improve the predictability of each main model. For the pairs, we selected the pair that increased the association between the main predictor and the outcome by more than 10% or increased the AUC by at least 0.05.
The combination of RT sk , RHR, and RT re was found by the stepwise logistic regression as the best model to predict Unsustainable cases (OR = 9.65, , with an AUC of 0.89. Table 3 shows the results from the best combination for each one of the physiological indices. Table 3 summarizes the PHSI models. The first row summarizes the model, which includes the conditional logistic regression β's for the combination models (i.e. β 2 /β 1 , β 3 /β 1 , as appropriate for two or three metric models). The second row is the outcome of the logistic regression on the PHSI. Table 4 presents the thresholds for each of the PHSIs based on the logistic regression models provided in Table 3 .
Models adjusted for metabolic rate
M was first fitted as main predictor in a conditional logistic model, its association with Unsustainable was not statistically significant. Then M was assessed for confounding in all the PHSI models and was found as a confounder for the models with ∆T re-sk and PSI as main predictors, changing the ORs by more than 10%. With regard to effect modification, the effect of M was negligible in both models. The AUC for ∆T re-sk with M increased 0.03; and there was no change in AUC for PSI. Table 2 shows the ORs with CIs from the conditional logistic regression models. The accuracy of the main models to predict Unsustainable was assessed by AUC in Table 2 with the 95% CI. For the purpose of discussion, ROC's sensitivity of 0.95 was chosen as optimal operating point (Gallop, 2001) to reliably determine if an exposure was Sustainable. Table 2 provides the P-values from the contrast between the PHSI models' AUC against the T sk 's AUC. Fig. 1 contrasts the RT sk ROC and the model fitted with RT sk and RHR as predictors. There was approximately 0.04 difference between the AUCs. 
Model performance
Discussion
The clothing worn by the participants in this study was woven cotton (work clothes or coverall configurations). The mean metabolic rate found among the participants of the present study was 325 W (reported in Table 2 of Part 1), with data divided among three group averages of 115, 175, and 250 W m −2 and a range from 170 to 500 W (Bernard et al., 2008) . There was also a span of environments at 20, 50, and 70 relative humidity (Bernard et al., 2005) . This range of metabolic rates and environments spans the likely occupational exposures.
One purpose of the present study was to examine the distribution of PHSIs to see if they exceed commonly accepted physiological limits on heat strain. The results can also be used to assess if PHSIs or their combinations can accurately discriminate whether heat exposure is Sustainable for long periods. In this way, they might be a screening tool to determine if an exposure assessment is required. Inherent in the study design is the assumption that there is a steady-state physiological response. In more practical terms, we were looking at physiological metrics associated with a relatively constant exposure of an hour or more.
For the purposes of this paper, existing limits were compared to their probability of being associated with Unsustainable conditions; and the P = 0.25 for Unsustainable was used to describe a decision point for a screening method. As used in this study, probabilities of Unsustainable reflect indicator values along the dose-response curve (data at the critical condition only) rather than a probability from a random sample of observations. We used sensitivity and specificity to reflect our group of observations over compensable (all Sustainable), critical or transition (mix of Sustainable and Unsustainable), and uncompensable (all Unsustainable) exposures.
Comparison to current limits
The first objective of this study was to compare the distribution of PHSIs (specifically T re , HR, and T sk , ∆T re-sk , and PSI) to generally accepted limits. Table 4 provides a useful framework.
This often stated the goal of WBGT exposure limits to keep body core temperature below 38.0°C (NIOSH, 2016; ACGIH, 2017) , with its origin in the WHO report (WHO, 1969) . In this study, the higher predicted values of T re in Table 4 were 38.0°C and 38.3°C. About 25% of the transitions from Sustainable to Unsustainable occurred above 38.0°C. This distribution with likely values greater than 38.0°C was consistent with Lind (1970) and Kuhlemeier et al. (1977) . That is, the upper core temperature limit for Sustainable exposures is usually under 38.5°C, which was suggested by the ACGIH. We conclude that the 38°C limit was reasonable but should be thought more as a limit on the population average rather than an individual limit.
While several methods to use HR have been proposed, the only one that can be evaluated in this paper was a steady level. For this, the WHO (1969), Minard et al. (1971) , Kuhlemeier and Wood (1979) , and Bernard and Kenney (1994) recommend thresholds in the low 120s. From Table 4 , the low 120s would put the predicted Unsustainable between 0.50 and 0.75 probabilities. Therefore, the upper limit guidelines have a high probability of Unsustainable.
There are no guidelines for T sk alone. The present study collected average T sk 's. At the higher probabilities of Unsustainable at 0.75 and 0.95 in Table 4 , T sk threshold would be 36.7°C and 37.4°C. At first glance, these might reasonably be at least 1°C below T re recommended by Pandolf and Goldman (1978) with unacceptably high probabilities of Unsustainable. Instead of considering T sk alone, ∆T re-sk was selected to look more closely at the temperature gradient between core temperature and T sk . The 1.0°C recommended by Pandolf and Goldman (1978) would result in a probability of Unsustainable of 0.75, which was too high for a Sustainable decision.
For PSI, Buller et al. (2008) suggested a limit of 7.5 to indicate risk at a high level of strain and the ACGIH physiological limits would translate to a value of 6.1. Both of these values represented a limit in a clearly Unsustainable exposure for most people.
In summary, current recommendations for physiological indicators were associated with probabilities of Unsustainable greater than 0.5.
Screening limits for sustainable heat stress
The second objective was to suggest values for PHSIs that demonstrate a Sustainable level of heat stress. We noted that at the PHSI cut points associated with sensitivity of 0.95 provided in Table 2 were about equivalent to a predicted probability for Unsustainable of 0.25. Thus, the predicted probability of 0.25 was used as the reference point for proposing screening limits.
The present investigation found that for the lower T re for screening was 37.5°C. This value was in the range of resting core temperatures and represents a modest elevation over the average. This limits the utility of T re as an indicator of Sustainable heat stress. By the same token, the lower HR in Table 4 is 105 bpm, which was substantially lower than the proposed limits discussed above. A candidate limit for T sk was 35.8°C. This value gives a difference from the equivalent T re (37.5°C) that is greater than 1°C, which suggested an adequate gradient for heat loss from the core to the skin. For ∆T re-sk = 1.9, the limit to predict a Sustainable level of heat stress agreed with Pandolf and Goldman (1978) . For a reasonable threshold to limit Unsustainable decisions, the PSI was 2.5. This was substantially lower than the 5.1 that represents the more clearly Sustainable physiological strain.
In general, the individual physiological heat indicators were not practical predicators of Sustainable heat stress for potential use as a real-time administrative control. For long steady exposures to heat stress, T re < 37.5, HR < 105, and T sk < 35.8 were individually indicative of Sustainable heat stress. So for a protective screening decision, these have utility. That is, if any of the observed PHSIs is less than their threshold values, there is good reason to believe the exposure is Sustainable.
Models
To accomplish the third objective, we built four multivariate multiple conditional logistic regression models using PHSIs as predictors (see Table 2 ); and all of them demonstrated statistically significant association with the outcome of Unsustainable. The use of PHSIs such as T re , T sk , HR, and M or their combinations have been used by other investigators in different predictive equations to build their heat strain models (Pandolf et al., 1986; Bernard and Kenney, 1994; Buller et al., 2008; Cuddy et al., 2013; Niedermann et al., 2014; Richmond et al., 2015) .
At first glance, T re was used both for the case definition of the outcome and as an independent variable in some of the models, which means that T re should not be used in the models. In practice, the time course of T re was used to demonstrate that the conditions were Sustainable or Unsustainable. The absolute value of T re was only used as part of the case definition for Unsustainable in combination with the rate of increase.
Effect of metabolic rate
Metabolic rate is a measure of internal heat generation, and it is closely related with body core temperature (Nielsen, 1938; Saltin and Hermansen, 1966; Davies, 1979; NIOSH, 2016) . The present study had the opportunity to assess PHSIs in a variety of combinations of light, moderate, and heavy metabolic rates. M was not statistically associated with Unsustainable. It was assessed for confounding and effect modification. M behaved as a confounder for ∆T re-sk or PSI as main predictors. The confounding effect was related with the close association of M with body core temperature. Further, there was no meaningful contribution as an effect modifier. This finding was fortunate because M is very difficult to assess with any precision in field applications and thus not a practical consideration.
Comparisons among models
Care must be taken in comparing the ORs presented in Table 2 . For continuous variables, the OR has an implicit denominator of 1 unit. For the percent ratios (RT re , RHR, and RT sk ), the denominator is 1%. The denominator for PSI is 1 unit out of 10, and for ∆T re-sk , it is 1°C. To make the magnitudes roughly relatable to PSI, the percent ratios can be multiplied by 10 resulting in OR values around 11 compared to 5 for PSI. This process becomes too complex for multiple metrics. Again, this is offered here as rough illustration and should not be over-interpreted. Tables 2 and 3 list nine models that might be used to predict the probability of Unsustainable heat stress exposure. The first three were single metric models based on the principal physiological indicators (T re , HR, T sk ) expressed as percent ratios (RT re , RHR, RT sk ); the next two were two-metric models (∆T re-sk and PSI) with a priori relationships between the two metrics; and four that were developed from the data based on the four combinations of the three principal metrics. Because the goal of this study is centered on the ability of PHSIs to distinguish between Sustainable and Unsustainable, we chose the AUC as the performance index by which to make the comparisons.
Among the principal physiological metrics, RT sk clearly presented with the highest AUC at 0.85, which was significantly higher than RHR at 0.80 and RT re at 0.74. As expected, the specificity at a sensitivity of 0.95 followed the same order at 0.41, 0.36, and 0.15, respectively. T sk has not received much attention in the past as a potential indicator of heat strain because it does not correlate well with T re . Both Bernard and Kenney (1994) and Richmond et al. (2015) found that insulated T sk does not change much at lower levels of T re but that it does have a monotonic increase as T re increases. It might be its role in regulating heat exchange with the environment that allowed T sk to play a dominant role in determining Unsustainable heat stress.
Because the difference between T re and T sk (∆T re-sk ) represented the potential for convective heat transfer from the core to the skin, it made a logical choice for assessment of heat strain (Pandolf and Goldman, 1978) . The AUC for ∆T re-sk was 0.77. For the purposes of comparison, the more general model that included both metrics was Ψ(RT sk , RT re ) had an AUC of 0.88. Starting with the logit-p model in Table 4 and using P = 0.25, the relationship can be operationalized as log( 25 75 
Values from the left side of the equation should be less than or equal to 0.95. For the P = 0.25 values of T sk (35.8) and T re (37.5), the combined metric value would be 0.92, which is similar to 0.95. PSI was the other a priori two-metric indicator that was considered in this study. The AUC for PSI was 0.81 compared to 0.80 for RHR alone. That is, the contribution of T re to the ability to discriminate between Sustainable and Unsustainable was relatively small. This observation was further supported by the same AUC for Ψ(RHR, RT re ).
Among the models with two predictors, Ψ(RT sk , RHR) had the best AUC at 0.89, with a specificity of 0.56. Because HR and T sk are more accessible than core temperature, Ψ(RT sk , RHR) was a good candidate for assessing heat stress at the transition from Sustainable to Unsustainable. Several studies looking at the ability of HR and chest temperature to identify at-risk exposures (exposures that were greater than the transition heat stress levels of this paper) have demonstrated the utility of these two metrics together (Buller et al., 2008; Cuddy et al., 2013; Niedermann et al., 2014) . Operationalizing Ψ(RT sk , RHR) following the thought process described above, [
For the P = 0.25 values of T sk (35.8) and HR (105), the combined metric value would be 1.31, which is similar to 1.29. Fig. 2 is a graphic representation of the Ψ(RT sk , RHR) limit using the data from this study.
The best combination of variables (T sk , HR, and T re ), Ψ(RT sk , RHR, RT re ), did not perform any better than Ψ(RT sk , RHR). Thus, the parsimonious model was RT sk . The AUC could be improved from 0.85 to 0.89 by using the two-metric model that included T sk and HR; that is, Ψ(RT sk , RHR). At a cut point associated with P = 0.25, the sensitivity for RT sk was 0.93 with a specificity of 0.51. While Ψ(RT sk , RHR) had the same sensitivity of 0.93 and an improved specificity of 0.60, RT sk was not just the best single predictor for Unsustainable cases, but its combination with RHR was a sensitive screening limit to identify Unsustainable exposures.
Limitations
There were three major limitations in this study. One was a data set designed to examine the transition from Sustainable to Unsustainable heat stress levels. For that reason, the conclusions were not generalizable to acute heat stress and high, Unsustainable levels of heat stress. Another was the consideration of only single-layer woven clothing (e.g. work clothes or coveralls). The effects of nonwoven fabrics over a range of water vapor permeability and multiple layers were not considered. The third limitation was the practical consideration that the measurement is based on a relatively steady heat exposure for an hour.
Another possible limitation of this study as that the data obtained in both USF studies were collected on laboratory trials, under controlled conditions with acclimatized participants which were not similar than those present in real work settings, and therefore generalization could be affected. Nonetheless, this probable lack of generalization could have been attenuated by the fact that the study volunteers were exposed to a large range of metabolic rates (170 to 500 W) and environmental conditions (large range of humidity from 20% to 70% relative humidity).
Conclusions
The present study found that PHSIs (T re , HR, and T sk ) can accurately predict Unsustainable heat stress exposures. T sk alone or the combination of skin temperature and HR had the highest AUCs. In the context of the four research objectives:
1. The generally recommended values for the principal indicators (T re , HR, and T sk ) and the two a priori indicators (∆T re-sk and PSI) were associated with probabilities of Unsustainable greater than 0.5, which meant that they were not sensitive to Sustainable exposures.
2. When the values of the principal and a priori indicators associated with a predicted probability of 0.25 were considered, they were generally much lower than the generally accepted physiological limits. The value of using any one of these individual indicators is that they act as a screening tool to decide if an exposure assessment is needed. 3. The most parsimonious model was RT sk with an equivalent screening value of 35.8°C, which had a sensitivity of 0.93 and specificity of 0.51. The AUC could be improved from 0.85 to 0.89 by using Ψ(RT sk , RHR): 1.29 ≤ [(T sk -35)/2] + 3.2 [(HR -75)/105]. The sensitivity and specificity of this twometric indicator were 0.93 and 0.60, respectively. 4. Metabolic rate was found to be a confounder, but not an effect modifier, for ∆T re-sk and PSI. Metabolic rate was not statistically significant with any other PHSI.
The results of this study suggested that PHSIs might be an intermediate step between recognition and exposure assessment. We believe that the methods in this paper of assessing the ability to discriminate are relevant to assessing the physiological indicators for other case definitions such as real-time monitoring to stop exposures.
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